, G. Belardinelli [3] , and T. Fort [4, 5] have studied (1.1) with complex X" (« = 1, 2, • • • ) satisfying (1.2) and some other conditions. In this note, without any additional conditions, we shall determine the convergence-abscissas of (1.1) with real X" (n = l, 2, • • • ) in terms of coefficients a" (» = 1, 2, • • • ). In the case in which the Xn are complex, the convergence-domains of (1.1) are not generally halfplanes, and so the convergence-abscissas of (1.1) have no meaning. The main theorems are: Theorem I. In the case d>n = 0 (w = l, 2, • • • ), (1.1) has three convergence-abscissas, i.e. a simple convergence-abscissa <r" a uniform convergence-abscissa ffu, and an absolute convergence-abscissa <ra such that a, = au^<Ta.
Remark. (1) In the convergence-problem of (1.1), the sequence of points -X" (n = l, 2, • • • ) is excluded from the s-plane by small circles with centres at -X" (« = 1,2, • • • ) and radii e, e being a small positive constant.
(2) The divergence of Zn-i l/»n is not necessary for the validity of Theorem 1. (ii) «1 is a sufficiently large integer. In fact, putting 0 = arg (s -s0)-arg (s0+X"), where s(ElD(s0, ê, <j>), we have easily
for n è «1, so that \ s + K\2 = r2 + \ so + Xn\2 -2r\ so + K\ cos 6 = { I So + X" I + r sin (r¡/2)}2 for n è »1, which proves (2.1). Let us put
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use In fact, we can put# = 0, Si=9î(so), andss=9i(so)+€in Lemma III. Proof of Lemma IH. We first prove .1) is also simply (absolutely) convergent at s = Si with 9î(so) <9î(si) by virtue of Lemma I' (Lemma II"). Hence there exists a simple (absolute) convergence-abscissa <r,(o-a) of (1.1), and we have evidently a,èo-aFor any given e>0, (1.1) is simply convergent at s=<r,+e/2, so that by Lemma III', (1.1) is uniformly convergent for 9?(s)^o-,+e. But since (1.1) is not simply convergent on s=a,-e, (1.1) is not uni-formly convergent for $R(s) ^cr,-e. Hence <r" coincides with <r,. Thus we have a,=o-u^aa.
q.e.d.
Proof of TheoremH.
Since Z«-i l/rn< + tx>, the infinite product g(s) = H"_! (1+s/X») converges, so that we have Since gn+i(so)-g"(so)=g"(so)-s0An+i, by (3.1) we get | gn+i(so) -gn(so) I < I g(so) I -Ki/rn+x for n ^ n%, where (i) K2 is a suitable constant, (ii) nt is a sufficiently large integer, so that OO 00
Since Zn-i b"(s0) converges, by (3.3) and du Bois-Reymond's theorem, Zñ-i an = ZiT-i bn(s0)gn(so) is also convergent.
By entirely similar arguments, we can prove that the necessarysufficient condition for (1. 
